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Abstract 
What you normally read in a whitepaper is a technical concept with a vague business idea.  

What you are about to read is different. It is a vision for an ecosystem of fractionalised 
businesses, powered by a public blockchain and a tokenised reward economy. 

We already have an ecommerce business, Gojoy, that has +150k users at time of writing, 
$14 million revenue and distributed rewards for $2.7 million. All this in just 6 months; all 
this with zero spending in advertising. Welcome to a new business paradigm: the 
Fractional Revolution. 

Today, we are living in a world full of violence, poverty, inequality, environmental 
degradation and unsustainable growth.  

Gojoy+ is a fractional ecosystem with a solution to disrupt the wealth concentration on just 
1% of the population.  Gojoy’s new ecosystem crosses the boundaries of any country, any 
currency and any demographic group. 

With Gojoy’s fractional business chain, we are paving the way to a poverty-free world, 
relentless on sustainable development, and a fair world where wealth is created for 
everyone. 
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Introduction 

The rapid development of the Internet in the past decade has brought the dichotomy of 
great innovations and suffocation of opportunities for individuals. Most of the resources 
and traffic are monopolized by a few people. Adding the insatiable capital greed, it created 
the extremely imbalanced economic scale where the top 1% of the population own more 
than half of the wealth. 60% of the human population are individuals and families living in 
poverty. They do not have the possibility to grow financially; they are caught in a never-
ending debt vortex. 

SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) will never win in the traditional Internet business 
model, where each industry is ruled by a monopoly. The advancement of technology and 
the instability of the global market economy have created a new kind of opportunity: a 
fractional asset ownership economy. Fractional ownership means you can break a 
company or asset into tiny parts and allow large number of users to own them. 

We coined the term fractional economy because shared economy is linked to companies 
like Uber and AirBnB. In those shared companies, users do generate income from the 
services they provide, but they do not benefit from the growth of these tech giants. That 
business model is not fair. Service providers make it all happen, but they get no reward for 
doing so. All the value of competing providers coming together to offer a better service is 
captured only by the tech giants.  

We are Gojoy. We come from a clan called Growth Hack Union. This paper was written 
after our proof-of-concept for a marketing hack proved to be highly successful: we reached 
over 150,000 members in 6 months with zero spent in advertisement. Our MVP has made 
more than $14 million dollars and we have distributed more than $2.7 million dollars back 
to the lower, and the lower-middle income families in China.  

Our marketing hack has been tested, and it is the DNA running the Gojoy Shopping Mall: 
an ecommerce platform where manufacturers sell directly to consumers, and where 50% 
of the income is distributed every hour among our community of shoppers. It works like 
this: when you buy, you get a percentage of your purchase in our Joy coin. Then, every hour 
around the clock, we share 50% of our income pro-rata with JOY holders. 

Any traditional company with more than one million dollars in revenue can adopt Gojoy’s 
business model and turn itself into a Fractional Business. It would start seeing more 
customers and higher margins, as well as improving the love and loyalty for the brand. It 
is a no-brainer, so eventually thousands of companies will adopt our business model.  

When many companies that implement a future-income-sharing reward system get 
together and share their traffic, they form an ecosystem where fractional companies grow 
at zero costs in fiat. That ecosystem is called Gojoy+, and it is the centrepiece of this paper. 
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You will learn why the Fractional Revolution will help to alleviate poverty, generate jobs 
and transform how we see companies in the near future. 
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Pain Points Of Doing Business in the 
Internet Economy  

We live in the days of speed. That is definitely good for business. Technology has speed 
up some processes and eliminated others. The money moves fast, we work 24/7 around 
the globe, and we can enter new markets remotely.  

It sounds wonderful, but not so much when you are an SME (Small and Medium Enterprise). 
The Internet economy allows global connectivity but only through a few nodes, which suck 
up all the traffic and resell it to everybody else. Companies are left with no other option 
but to cough up the money and pay for customers. Whether it is Facebook Ads, Google 
Words, Youtube ads or just the banners you see on sites and games, companies are forced 
to spend on advertising somewhere between 30-60% of the price of their product/service. 
You sell something for ten dollars; you only get five back. And from there you have to 
deduct your costs...  

At the end, consumers are the ones who pay for all the extra cost paid to traffic landlords. 
If you are a consumer, it is worse: you are the sucker who picks up the bill. 

Let's take a look at typical pain points any SME faces today: 

Funding 
Any company needs funding to realize its dream. However, it is becoming harder and 
harder for SMEs to get any funding without sacrificing a big portion of their company 
shares. Many eventually lose control of their companies.  

Gojoy+ provides an elegant solution for traditional companies to continuously get funding 
without sacrificing large stakes of their company. 

User Acquisition & Retention 
Every company on the Internet faces the same problem, user acquisition. Specially for the 
first community of loyal customers. No matter what type of product or services you sell, no 
matter how good your products are, if no one clicks on your link, no one will even see your 
product or know of your services. Acquiring initial users became the number one pain point 
that blocks many businesses from success. This allowed traffic landlords to charge 
extremely high prices on clicks generated from users, without sharing anything to the users 
who contributed to the clicking value. 
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Gojoy+ provides brands a zero-cost alternative to acquire a user community. Gojoy+ helps 
companies to fractionalize business ownership and create a viral growth incentivizing 
mechanism. 

Brand Recognition 
Any company would like to launch their business on the Chinese, African and Indian 
markets, where the population accounts for 50% of the world population. However, due 
to language, political, currency and cultural issues, it is actually very hard to launch a brand 
on a new market. One must pay premium prices on advertisement for brand recognition. 

Gojoy+ provides a solution to ignite a brand in these markets through the power of word-
of-mouth. And the best thing yet, at 0 cost! 

Brand Loyalty 
It is costly to launch a brand. But it is even harder and more expensive to maintain the 
loyalty of your customers. At the end of the day, it is very easy to copy your idea, to 
duplicate your product or to offer lower prices for your services. To continuously maintain 
the attention of your customers and keep them coming back became the number one pain 
for companies. 

Gojoy+ launchpad helps companies solve this problem with one simple solution: letting 
your customers be your business partners and sharing your future income with them. 
When a brand joins Gojoy+ it does not need to encourage its customers to buy and refer; 
it’s in their own interest. 

Competition 
In the old days of the Internet economy, every company was fighting against other 
companies. The Internet became a dark jungle, where everyone walks blind; risking their 
lives with every step they take.  

Gojoy+ provides an elegant solution to this problem. We walk together, holding hands, 
forming groups. Together we become bigger than any challenge. Everyone in the 
ecosystem shares their users because no one has to pay for any users. Every company can 
share connections and collaborate; they can even exchange each other’s tokens, and enjoy 
each other’s income. Every business can be part of another business in Gojoy+. Together 
we prosper and become a true shared ecosystem. 
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Scalable Technology 
Most businesses do not have the expertise or resources available to build a blockchain-
based infrastructure and maintain it. By connecting to Gojoy+, businesses can focus on 
what they do best, crafting top quality products or services; and leave all the complexity 
of handling fractional computation and securing fractional assets to Gojoy+. 
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Using Blockchain To Solve Real Life 
Business Problems 

Blockchain is a young technology, but it is no longer a new-born. Since it appeared in 
humanity’s path, blockchain developed a solid infrastructure, to a certain degree mature, 
and now it will enter the phase of use cases. All the infrastructure built has been waiting 
with its engine humming, and now these solutions will unleash their full potential in scale, 
speed, trust and efficiency. 

In the economic revolution coming our way, blockchain is going to allow us to design 
business models that were unimaginable before. The companies that transform 
themselves into fractional businesses will have a clear advantage over their competitors. 
They will be the first to form a symbiotic relationship with their customers. They will feel 
an immediate boost in their branding and see costs plunge.   

Gojoy+ removes all technological or financial barriers, so this transition is seamless for 
companies; frictionless for your existing customers; and exhilarating for your new 
consumers, as well as the old ones that convert to your fractional business mode.  

Let’s see how blockchain solves the four key SME killers. 

PROBLEM SOLVED: Funding  
Some unicorns struggle to break-even after several years on the market. Meanwhile, some 
startups never get the funds they need to launch, and those who secured investment had 
to sweat it.  

Gojoy was born with a lucky star. In less than 9 months, we bootstrapped Gojoy and turned 
it into a profitable business that still manages to share with its customers 50% of its 
income. Note that we did not do an ICO or STO. The only way to get Joy coins is by 
shopping, referring sales or by participating in the monthly Joy Auction.  

Despite Gojoy being profitable, we knew that initial sales revenue was not going to be 
enough to capitalise the company quickly, especially since we were giving 50% of our 
income back to the community. We decided to fractionalise the funding the company 
needed to expand. We implemented a twofold strategy. 

First, we sold Turbo Memberships—an annual plan for Gojoy Shopping Mall which comes 
with more Joy coin earnings and extra discounts. A standard pre-sale, nothing fancy or 
techie there, your vanilla crowdfunding, but it is nonetheless a fractionalised funding 
strategy.  
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Being able to pull it off and get millions of dollars, meant we had our backs covered by a 
community who already trusted and loved our brand. The strong sentiment is because 
Gojoy is allowing our members to prosper. They are getting assets and getting cash 
rewards; they appreciate the generosity and applaud Gojoy’s mission. 

The second strategy is embedded in Gojoy Chain’s smart contracts: of the 1 billion non-
dilutable Joy coins, 200 million are allocated to the Proof of Winner pool, which every 30 
days releases 3 million Joy coins offered through a third-party operator which runs a 
monthly Dutch auction of the coins. The system is meant to fractionalize the funding in 
terms of the number of investors, as well as in the checks received. The company doesn’t 
need 1 billion dollars next month, and so much cash has proved to create inefficient 
startups.  

Our monthly auction model will allow Gojoy to have steady funding for 66 months. This 
funding model also encourages the company to stay on its toes performing well—the 
auction will only work on round 60 if Gojoy is still a thriving ecosystem. This also reduces 
the risk investors take. The 66 rounds of auctions are fair for the investors and the company; 
meanwhile, the community, who can also take part in the auction, will definitely love Pay 
Day—the day when the tsunami of the 50% of the auction’s income hits the hourly rewards.  

Gojoy+ generates tokens with the same structure, but businesses can customise what 
their Proof-of-Winner is. There can be many different types of games/mechanisms to fund 
your company with monthly cash injections. Technically, it is not complex at all. The only 
secret is keeping your community excited and making sure that your sales are doing well.  

PROBLEM SOLVED: User Acquisition 
In the Internet era, those who control traffic are kings. Companies spend heavily on 
advertising and other user acquisition techniques because it is the only way to get 
customers. The most painful phase in a startup is reaching its first 10,000 paying users. 
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After that, you can survive. The pain thereafter is knowing that your advertising costs are 
proportional to your user growth. 

Gojoy+ allows a company to shift from advertising spending to incentivising users. 
Tokenising rewards hits the nail right in the head. Customers definitely appreciate you 
giving them your advertising budget, instead of giving all that cash to a tech company 
worth hundreds of billions of dollars. The costs of advertising and marketing are so high 
to acquire users, that giving that money to your customers actually makes a difference in 
their lives. For some families, having a passive income of $50 or $100 a month is a 
significant improvement in their living standards. 

By design, Gojoy Chain tokens allocate half of its supply to incentivise consumers. This is 
true for all tokens generated for companies going through the Gojoy+. When the customer 
purchases something, she enjoys the benefits of the future-income-sharing mechanism. 
This creates a deep connection with the members because the coins imply a long-term 
relationship. The fact that they can get rewards, even when they are not buying, installs a 
sense of ownership and belonging that you cannot match with all the ads in the world.  

Gojoy Shopping Mall implements a future-income sharing mechanism where users get Joy 
coin when they buy, and the JOY entitles them to the hourly cash reward mechanism, 
where 50% of the income goes back to the coin owners. With this mechanism in place, 
Gojoy has been able to acquire members at zero cost. Equally important, our members 
have the incentive to hold on to their coins and they support our brand—we even have 
social media groups where we can test UX and discuss ideas with hardcore fans at 0 cost.   

PROBLEM SOLVED:  User Retention 
The no-brainer case for the future-income-sharing mechanism is user retention. In the 
Internet economy, the traffic landlords charge every time your customer visits and/or buys 
from you. The only way out for the brand is, alas, to pay Google for driving back YOUR 
customers. The rationale for this pay-per-buy or pay-per-click model is that, in every 
purchase, your brand is competing for attention from a messy brain overloaded with ads.  

Blockchain can help your customers focus. When the reward is either cash or a token that 
can be liquidated, you get people’s attention really quick. The Gojoy+ can guarantee this 
because in the Gojoy Shopping Mall it is working flawlessly. 

Coupons for discounts and promotions are extremely effective to incentivise hardcore 
good-deal lovers. However, the majority of people can’t be bothered. They would present 
the loyalty punch card when they buy your coffee, but they will not go out of their way 5 
km to buy a cappuccino in your cafe. 
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Now consider this: what if, from every cup of coffee anybody ordered in your chain of cafes, 
your customer would get a reward? The incentive to come back is unequivocal. When your 
customer knows that every time she orders a coffee she gets your token; and she 
understands that, whenever anyone in the world orders a coffee from your chain of cafes, 
just for holding that token, she gets a cash reward; she will make darn sure she only buys 
from you. She will not drive out of the way to order your coffee; she will make sure she 
picks it up first thing in the morning.     

The vision for Gojoy+ is to enable an ecosystem of companies sharing their users in order 
to kill advertising costs. If a brand were to implement a similar future-income-sharing 
mechanism on its own, the hourly rewards would feel like store coupons. The fact that the 
Gojoy Chain uses the Joy Dollar, which is shared by all the companies in the chain, makes 
the hourly rewards not just cash, but a magic cash that, when you buy with it other brands 
present in the ecosystem, you get another asset that gives you hourly rewards of its own.  

Having the common denominator of the Joy Dollar means that millions of members can 
become your users, for free! And these are customers that, if they need your product or 
service, they will become loyal customers, instantly. 

PROBLEM SOLVED: Branding 
The ultimate branding expression is when your customers feel they are part of the brand; 
that they own a piece of the business. They will fight for you and make you grow. They will 
make each purchase because they like your product or service, because they want their 
beloved brand to grow, and because they are making a profit.  

This is the kind of branding that Gojoy+ can add to your existing branding. It doesn’t matter 
what industry you are, where you position your brand or who your target customer is. The 
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future-income-sharing mechanism of Gojoy Chain installs that sense of belonging in your 
customers.  

Then comes the best part: you can start to really communicate with your customer. They 
are part of the family, so they will listen. Now it is time to deliver your brand message. And 
beyond that, have an honest conversation with them, directly, no ads no PR. Give them 
good products and the best customer support you can, and there is no way on earth that 
you will lose a customer.  

The idea of sharing with our community has earned us a lot of love. Even if it sounds cheesy, 
it is true to the last crumble. Just take a look at the picture below. One of our members, a 
teacher, bought school supplies with the Joy Dollar rewards.  

 

 
 

She has shared her pictures and videos with all her network, spreading the Gojoy brand 
through an honest and touching message.  
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What Is A Fractional Business Model? 

A traditional business model focuses on how a company makes money. Once identified 
and tested, the entire company works on making the sells happen. Then, after all costs, 
the founders and investors own the profit. 

In a fractional business model, consumers and staff do actions that make the company 
grow. Then, everyone gets rewarded. When consumers and staff get the same reward, 
their objectives are aligned. That makes marketing a walk in the park. The price to pay is 
sharing. You share the pie with the people your business needs the most, your customers. 
Gojoy’s fractional business model is feasible and so far, we can testify that it runs in turbo 
mode.  

Gojoy’s user experience is pretty simple. Consumer buys and then gets rewarded with Joy 
coin. Every hour, we share 50% of our income with the Joy coin holders. The rewards never 
stop as long as you hold the Joy coin. We fractionalised the rewards for helping the Gojoy 
Shopping Mall grow, and now we reward any contribution, no matter how small. 

When a company adopts a fractional business model, it adds a second dimension to its 
revenue. The fractional dimension pumps money into the company without requiring any 
spending to drive sales.  

Fractional Ownership 
Blockchain allows you to transfer 0.000001 dollars to your buddy. You just have to pay a 
gas fee that is an even smaller number. Blockchain makes sure your buddy gets his nano 
dollar in just a few seconds. Traditional banks do not handle this kind of nano transactions; 
that’s science-fiction for bankers.  

Gojoy’s objective was to build an ecommerce platform where people, from any country in 
the world and from all income levels, could buy at the best price possible and benefit from 
the growth of the platform.  

We understood that giving shares to everyone who buys from you is impractical, chaotic, 
it would break a few regulations and it might prove to be impossible. We decided then to 
let the users own, not the company, but a slice of the income. You do not have to go through 
the hassle of sharing equity with hundreds of millions of clients, but you can share 
something that motivates them even more: money upfront.  

It is a real partnership with your customer. You own your company and you make whatever 
business decisions you see fit. But all along you are working with your customer by your 
side. If you are thinking of developing a new product, they know it. And they are definitely 
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going to buy it, and you know that, too! Fractional ownership enables a symbiotic 
relationship with your customer that will take your company to new heights. 

 

 

 

In Gojoy, at this moment, with only six months in the market, the lines of staff and customer 
are blurry. Our community is going crazy about the brand because it gives them good 
products, good prices and because it allows them to own a small asset, and to prosper 
from it. Fractional ownership has allowed us to touch our customers one by one and 
establish a trust and cooperative relationship. That’s why, out of their own accord, they 
are producing content about Gojoy and they are sharing it on social media. 

Traditional companies that go through Gojoy+ enjoy the same fractional ownership model. 
It does not impact their cap table nor disrupts their existing customers.  

Fractional Contribution 
Gojoy adopted a fractional contribution model to reduce costs and keep stakeholders 
motivated throughout the growth phase. One hundred million (10%) of all Joy coins are in 
the “Management Pool”. To compensate staff, partners, freelancers, suppliers and other 
key stakeholders, one million Joy coins are released every month for nine years. The tokens 
allow the staff to own an asset and at the same time, derive the cash they need to support 
their families.  
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Fractional contribution can be used to reward small tasks as well, accommodating all kinds 
of tasks that a company may want to compensate. For instance, it could be used to give 
sales commissions to a hot dog stand chain, so vendors get a reward for every hot dog 
sale they make.  

Since the price of the token is expected to increase, the Management Pool gets bigger in 
USD value with time, accommodating the HR expansion that comes with growth. Inversely, 
its low value in the beginning serves to compensate those who make the project come to 
life. For traditional business joining Gojoy+, the management pool tokens will inject an 
extra motivation to your staff. It can also reduce staffing costs by giving bonuses in the 
token rather than fiat. 

Fractional Incentive 
When we at Gojoy let our customers own a piece of the income, we automatically solved 
the issue of getting the user to buy. The incentive is so beautifully designed that it 
eliminates both the user acquisition and user retention costs with one shot.  

Our future-income-sharing mechanism in Gojoy+ allows a company to reward its 
customers, even if their purchase is small. It can also be deployed on companies that have 
hundreds of millions of consumers. The future-income-sharing mechanism can be 
customised to suit each company’s specific needs. 

The incentive mechanism can have multiple actions that are rewarded at different levels. 
For instance, in the Gojoy Shopping Mall, purchases are rewarded with 30% of the price 
given back to the consumer in Joy coins. Those members who upgrade their membership 
can also get rewards when their friends get Joy coins from purchases.  

Gojoy’s referral programme links user referrals forever. Our Shop Owners (paid 
membership) are happy because they don’t have to push sales and because their social 
network value stays with them always—unlike other programs where the rewards expire 
after 6 months and the client “belongs” to the platform after that. Furthermore, our referral 
programme is only one level (only your friends, not their friends). This is important to keep 
your brand distant from the bad reputation of multilevel marketing. Gojoy+, companies can 
install similar referral programs.   

Offering your consumers fractional incentives is an automatic mechanism that is fast and 
transparent. Users get the reward immediately, making the user experience frictionless. 
They understand the incentive rules quickly, and because we gamified the reward claiming 
process, they learn very fast and can easily teach their friends.  
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Gojoy+: Fractional Business Enabler  

Gojoy+ is a plug & play solution to convert traditional business into fractional business. It 
has a clear offer to companies: move your user acquisition and retention costs towards 
zero; and by doing so, get lifetime brand lovers. 

Business has evolved over time and we are now entering the fractional business era. 
Gojoy+ is a launchpad designed for traditional companies to move ahead of the 
competition with a simple plug & play solution. Companies do not require in-house experts 
in blockchain or other technologies. We take care of all technical issues.  

All the company needs to do, is to make the business decision of becoming fractional. We 
designed it like this because we identified lack of knowledge as the main obstacle for 
traditional businesses to adopt blockchain. However, the technology is secondary in 
Gojoy+, the transition really occurs at the business model level and in adopting a different 
marketing approach. Once the company decides to move forward, Gojoy+ delivers a 
customised technical solution that the company does not have to manage or maintain. 
Easy.  

In Gojoy+, besides the technical infrastructure, companies get customers for free from the 
get-go. Gojoy Chain is an ecosystem that, as the writing of this paper, already has three 
companies that in the Gojoy+ MVP have a combined community in the tens of millions. 
Companies that join Gojoy+ will enjoy free traffic from all those users. Gojoy members 
understand the concept of fractional incentives (hourly cash rewards), so joining 
companies do not need to educate customers; just offer them products and reward their 
loyalty. 
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We believe that a couple years from now, Gojoy Shopping Mall will be expanding at full 
speed, and Gojoy+ will have thousands of companies. The ecosystem will have an 
aggregate global user base in the hundreds of millions if not billions. At that scale and 
knowing that you do not need to pay at all for customer acquisition and retention, we 
would be able to see a wave of innovation and improvement in product quality and 
environmental standards. When this time comes, it will not be a centralised economy 
where the only thing that matters is how deep are your pockets. The competition will be 
just about product and price. 

Launchpad Process in Gojoy+  
Gojoy+ guides you in the process of transforming your company into a Fractional Business. 
The process should last around 90 days—it depends on the speed of each company.    

1. Company decision maker goes to website, gets an overview of Gojoy+ and fills in the 
contact form to schedule a personalised call 

2. During the call we answer questions. If the company agrees to proceed: 

3. The brand applies to Gojoy+  

4. Company’s application is approved or disapproved (depends on whether the company 
is ready to tokenise or not).  

5. After the approval, the company and Gojoy sign a contract; the “90-days” launch 
process begins.  

6. Company staff assist to workshops and advice sessions with experts.  

7. Technical integration (Gojoy passport, APIs, etc.) 

8. Company launches marketing campaign for its first monthly token release (planning 
should start before) 

9. Company token is issued 

10. Soft launch: the hourly rewards begin 

11. Take Off Day, when company does the first distribution/sell/game/airdrop 

Starter Kit  
Tokenizing your company is a piece of cake. Gojoy+ will provide you with: 

Ø Gojoy Passport API: frictionless connection with all companies in the Gojoy ecosystem 
of companies. 

Ø Gojoy Open Ledger API: integrates with your back office so we know when members 
shop and keeps track of the token rewards each one of your consumers gets.  

Ø Expert Advice: get 5 sessions with experts 
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Ø Token Workshop: applying design thinking techniques to your tokenisation; the 
workshop is a step-by-step token economy creation process; at the end you have your 
token designed 

Ø Dashboard Workshop: learn to read the Gojoy Dashboard and track your transition 
to a fractional business 

Ø Your tokens: 1 billion of your tokens 

Ø Gojoy Data Query Interface: easy tool to check your wallet 

Your Tokens  
During the launchpad process, we generate 1 billion of your company tokens. The 1 billion 
tokens you get are non-dilutable (you can’t mint any more tokens afterwards). There are 
four types of your tokens depending on how they can be acquired.  

 

Token Type Number of Tokens Future-Income -
Sharing 

Notes 

Proof of Transaction 500 million Yes Smart contract 

Proof of Winner 200 million Yes Smart contract 

Proof of Contribution 100  million Yes Smart contract 

Company Preferred 200 million No Locked for 5 years 

Total tokens 1 billion   

 

Proof of Transaction are the tokens you give your consumers to incentivise them to 
purchase or do any specific action. They will eventually exhaust, but by that time you will 
have access to your own customers, and you won’t be paying for user acquisition and 
retention anymore. 

Proof of Winner is a pool of tokens at the company’s disposal to raise additional funds. 
The company can sell these tokens directly to private buyers, can conduct an auction or 
come up with a game.  We can help companies organise their first sale on our platform to 
guarantee the company has more potential buyers. This initial round can have a maximum 
of 30 million tokens sold. 

Proof of Contribution is a pool designed to distribute among company staff and 
contributors. These reduces your costs in fiat. Gojoy+ fee comes from this pool 

Company Preferred are tokens that belong to the company and do not participate in the 
hourly cash rewards. They are locked for five years. After that, the company can sell them 
like any other asset.  
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Requirements & Fees  
To take part in Gojoy+, companies must be registered companies that are currently 
profitable. The reason for this is that we are an ecosystem where customers get cash 
rewards for purchases or actions, so companies that are not making profits have no money 
to distribute to their customers.  

Companies should also have a community of consumers that they can reach out to. 
Starting with some consumers who already like your brand helps to spark the viral spread 
of your campaign.   

Joining Gojoy+ costs 30 million of your company’s tokens (you have a total of 1 billion). 
There are no fiat costs and no other additional costs down the road. All the technical 
services as well as the workshops and expert advice sessions are included in Gojoy’s fees.  

Use Cases 
Gojoy+ can help companies cut their traffic costs in all kinds of industries. The reward 
mechanism, in which the sale triggers a reward, can be adjusted to fit any business model 
in any industry: 

Gaming: reward gamers every time they play, make in-game purchases or refer 

Car sharing: reward both riders and drivers for every ride 

Product brand: reward every purchase and referred sale 

Content sites: reward viewers for views, shares and comments; reward producers for 
uploading content and getting likes/views 

Social networks: reward users for views and sharing; reward producers for content 

Design Services:  reward every purchase and referred sale 

Hospitality: reward guests for stays/orders and referred sales 

Sport clubs: reward fans for watching, sharing or going to the stadium; reward players for 
performance 

Agriculture: reward every purchase and referred sale; reward distribution and delivery; 
reward farmers for quality products and sustainable farming 

Real Estate: reward every purchase or referred rental; reward realtor for rentals/sales; 
reward guests for rentals 

Film: reward viewers for views, shares and recommendations; reward producers for 
uploading content and getting likes/views; compensate cast and crew with the Proof of 
Contribution 
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Gojoy’s Multi-Token Economy  

Gojoy’s future-income-sharing mechanism, which distributes 50% of the income 
generated by Gojoy on an hourly basis around the clock, is made possible by our Joy coin 
(JOY, native) and the Joy Dollar (JUSD, stable coin).  

When this model is extended to companies that join Gojoy+, the Gojoy Chain issues tokens 
for each company. These child tokens interact with JOY and JUSD to create an economy 
that integrates all companies and consumers, bridges fiat and crypto, and allows for 
anyone participating in the economy to contribute and be rewarded. 

An Economy With Sustainable, Exponential Growth 
An actively growing economic ecosystem requires new capital injections to create a 
symbiotic relationship between cash and assets. Gojoy+ public chain has five core 
elements for a new sustainable blockchain economy: 

Ø Assets - JOY coin, commercial and storage coin; represents the proof of ownership of 
tradable fractional assets 

Ø Products - goods or services sold for fiat that inject new revenue into Gojoy+ financial 
ecosystem 

Ø Cash - JUSD Stable Coin; used for fractional payment of the future-income-sharing 
mechanism, shopping, auctions and investing 

Ø Investments - fractional physical assets, fractional real estate, fractional inventory, 
fractional cars 

Ø Financing - monthly 3 million token offer 

Members in the Gojoy+ community can meet their demands in food, clothing, housing, 
mobility, you name it. Through fractional investment, they enjoy the long-term benefits of 
high-quality assets. They can also “mine” the coins through purchases or actions, such as 
playing games or watching movies.  

For the consumer, the proposition is fair and transparent: our own attention assets are 
monetised through various Gojoy+ applications. The more you use them, the more 
earnings you get. Everyone can help grow the Gojoy+ family, and then share the future 
benefits of the entire ecosystem. 
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Borderless Global Ecosystem 
The development of the Internet and innovations in the transport sector have brought 
humanity together. Nation states, languages and currencies still divide us. The lack of 
standards in languages and currencies makes exchanges and circulation difficult.  

The Gojoy+ ecosystem breaks global barriers in the exchange of goods and services 
through Joy Dollar (JUSD), a common trading language written in blockchain.  Under the 
premise of respect for the sovereignty and laws of every nation, Gojoy provides a unified 
blockchain experience for global users. Customers from all companies in Gojoy+ share the 
same Member Center, use a unified fractional computation, and all have an hourly reward 
model. 

Total Virtualization Of Real Life Assets 
In the current traditional economic system, real estate, cars, inventory, and company equity 
are all assets. However, the ownership of these current assets cannot be fractionalized 
and distributed. Gojoy+ public chain uses crypto computation to fractionalize an asset, 
such as real estate or an automobile, and break it into millions of ownership rights with 
smart contracts to generate fractional revenue or income sharing.  

A multimillion-dollar house can be shared by millions of people each investing 1 JUSD. 
Each month's rent can be automatically distributed to millions of people through fractional 
computation. When the house is recommended to be purchased through shared 
ownership, the ownership of the property is recycled and dismantled while each owner 
receives fractional sales value-added income as return on investment.  

Inventory, cars, commodities, movie IPs and virtually anything can become a fractional 
asset in the Gojoy public chain and seek a joint investment from the community. 

Seamless Connectivity To Traditional Businesses 
Traditional enterprises can access Gojoy+ without changing its original business model. It 
only takes two weeks to connect the three Gojoy+ APIs to begin its new fractional business 
model: 

Ø Gojoy Onboarding Passport API: Gojoy ID one-click login, Gojoy users are onboarded 
directly onto the platform. 

Ø Gojoy Open Ledger API: The Gojoy ID user’s business and usage transactions 
generated by traditional enterprises are automatically recorded and the information is 
passed back to the Gojoy+ platform through the open ledger API, which allows the 
platform to calculate the fractional reward distribution automatically. 

Ø Gojoy Data Query Interface: Users of traditional business or enterprises can easily 
query their Gojoy wallet content at any time. 
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Frictionless User Experience 
Users are what we care about the most because we ARE a community of users. We have 
been developing tools to make adoption easier for our users—who will be coming from 
different countries, cultures and backgrounds. For instance, we developed the Gojoy 
passport, a universal log-in, so users can jump from one company app to the next and they 
don’t need to worry about passwords.  

We have launched the Joy Dollar (JUSD), a stable coin shared by all companies in the 
Gojoy+ ecosystem. JUSD makes it easy for users to enjoy the rewards across the entire 
ecosystem.  
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Fractional Revolution 

The fractional business model is going to change the economy and the business landscape. 
Going fractional is a no-brainer proposition, its cost-saving and brand loyalty effects 
makes it very unlikely that a company’s board will vote it down. When convincing 
stakeholders to join a movement is easy, you got yourself a revolution.  

The outcome of the Fractional Revolution is that we will start focusing on individuals, 
rather than the nodes that used to control traffic. Now there is no need for a middleman, 
the system is decentralised. Furthermore, it is fractionalised because we can actually pay 
attention to each and every single user, and reward all of them for every decision, for every 
action, and for their digital footprint. 

The Fractional Revolution will also touch everyone, not just big earners, because incentives 
and ownership can be broken into microscopic levels. Even if the rewards are proportional, 
the motivation is high for everyone because there is a transparent path to grow your assets.  

Individual Attention Asset 
The fractional business revolution will empower individuals to control and monetise their 
digital footprint and their attention spans. Today, the time you spend online is being 
monetised by somebody else, who generally sells that time to somebody who wants to 
sell something to you.  

Thanks to the Fractional Revolution, people control their own time and they can monetise 
it by selling it directly to the company trying to sell them something. That becomes a win-
win situation because both have something the other wants, and both are willing to pay 
for it. 

Individual Attention is now an asset that everyone can activate and profit from. In the 
future, social networks and content providers will be splitting their income with their users, 
who provide the raw material for the business model in those industries: eyeballs. 

Ownership through Spending 
People who have economic disadvantages now have the opportunity to enjoy Gojoy’s 
future-income sharing mechanism. Gojoy allows people to accumulate fractional 
ownership as they consume goods. The more they buy, the more they save and they more 
they earn—which creates the dynamic mechanism of ownership through spending. 
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Asset vs Cash 
When people cannot own assets, all they can do with money is spend it. When people are 
always spending, they have no room to grow financially, so they get stuck in a vicious cycle, 
living from paycheck to paycheck.  

The Fractional Revolution enables the poor to participate in benefit-sharing mechanisms 
to buy all the basic goods they need, such as milk, diapers, food, clothes, books. By doing 
exactly what they do today, buying goods and services, they now have the chance to build 
up a portfolio of fractional assets. These assets will help raise the living standards of the 
entire family. 

Poor Mindset vs Rich Mindset 
There is a difference in the mindset between the rich and the poor. The rich have assets 
that generate cash, so their work is to manage these assets. They decide how to optimise 
their productivity or to give up an asset when its return diminishes. The rich think in a 
timeline, with their different assets generating capital at different speeds and ROIs.  

The poor think mostly in the present, trying to squeeze as much value from their paycheck 
until the next one comes along. Their work is to manage themselves in whatever job or 
small business they have. They are their own asset, and the only way they can generate 
capital with the skills they have. 

The Fractional Revolution will start giving poor people the chance to adopt a rich mindset, 
by allowing them to own assets. Every time people buy things online, watch content or 
engage in social media they earn a fractional asset. From now on, poor people will be 
managing assets, too. They may be very small, but the ROI they provide will be improving 
their living standards in an enormous way. Once people have learned to manage assets, 
we will start seeing upward mobility through asset management. We will discover great 
financial minds that today do not have the opportunity to thrive because they have no 
access to assets. 
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A Chance For The Poor To Participate 
In The Future 

In 1865, Abraham Lincoln abolishes slavery and it effectively triggers a land reform. 
Suddenly, the slaves who worked the land could own it, by law. A rapid economic era 
follows, full of new ventures and innovation, catapulting the US into becoming a 
superpower. 

In 1978, Deng Xiaoping begins the economic transformation of China. His reforms 
gradually allow people to own real estate and other assets. When China finally opens for 
business, entrepreneurs get busy really quick. The same phenomenal economic growth 
seen earlier in the US follows, only this time it’s on steroids. In three decades, China 
becomes a superpower. 

When people are given the chance to own an asset, to own something that generates 
profit, a wave of creativity ensues. There will be some people thinking how to make the 
best of their assets. The entrepreneurial spirit can only express itself if the right incentives 
are in place. At a broader level, the only way to lift someone out of poverty is if that person 
can own assets—otherwise that person is just going to live from paycheck to paycheck. 

Assets, no matter how small, have a tremendous impact. For the poorest families in Africa, 
owning a bicycle is the first step in upward mobility. It saves them hours a week in having 
to fetch water, allows parents to find jobs in a wider radius, gives access to schools, and 
it has many more benefits. In similar manner, allowing a poor family to own a small asset 
that can generate one dollar per day is godsent.   

Gojoy’s mission is to fight poverty. The incentive system Gojoy implements was designed 
to allow families to purchase the things they need; and earn an asset that can allow them 
to derive some financial profit just like the folks in the upper-classes. 

In the Internet economy, traffic is channelled through a small number of nodes. These 
nodes are the giant tech companies we see today sucking up all the revenue in their 
industry. SMEs end up crushed or cornered into a small niche where many companies file 
for bankruptcy and those that remain struggle to grow. For freelancers, it means living in 
the periphery, trying to offer services in the overcrowded market of a flat world. And 
consumers, at the end of the line, pick up the bill. 

The fact that companies become more powerful by the day while the middle-class 
stagnates is already a big concern. However, when you add the fact that Artificial 
Intelligence will inevitably generate a wave of unemployment, it becomes clear that 
something has to be done. Fractional businesses can be the answer to that existential 
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threat to humanity, because we could guarantee that consumers get a sustainable 
additional income that will grow over time.   

Left to its own devices, the Internet economy will make everyone poor—except for a 
handful of people on top. Fortunately, we have options. When everyone owns a piece of 
the pie, poverty can be eradicated. It is a business model decision that technology can 
implement swiftly. So, the only barrier is having to break the concept we have of what the 
company-customer relationship is. 
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Joy Coin (JOY) Model 

Gojoy Chain is the backbone of the Gojoy ecosystem. Our ultimate goal is to provide an 
unstoppable computing platform that is capable for empowering fractionalised businesses.  

Currently, Gojoy Chain is adopting an Ethereum blockchain architecture. To solve the 
scalability issue, we are using Proof Of Authority (POA) instead of Proof Of Work (POW). 
This allows a 3 seconds block time with thousands of TPS. 

Gojoy’s future-income-sharing mechanism (distributing 50% of the income) is made 
possible by our Joy coin (JOY, native) and the Joy Dollar (JUSD, stable coin).  

Joy coin (JOY) is the mainnet token of Gojoy Chain. It has 1 billion fixed total supply. Gojoy 
are mined (minted) through three smart contracts: Proof Of Transaction, Proof Of 
Investment, and Proof Of Contribution. JOY is the gas fee of running a fractional business. 
Joy coin represents ownership of the entire blockchain’s future-income.  

Joy Dollar (JUSD) is a JRC223 standard token issued on Gojoy Chain. JUSD is pegged to 
the USD. When users deposit USD, the token contract will mint the same amount of JUSD. 
When users withdraw USD, then the token contract will burn the same amount of JUSD. 
Joy Dollar is the coin used across all applications in the Gojoy+ ecosystem. Having JUSD 
as a common denominator makes it easier for consumers to spend the hourly rewards they 
are getting. 
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Name Joy Coin (JOY) Joy Dollar (JUSD) 

 Native Coin Stable Coin 

Earn Earned through shopping, bought 
as an investor or earned as 
company management. Fixed 
supply utility coin. 

Takes Gojoy ecommerce income 
earned in USD and distributes it to 
users as JUSD (stable coin pegged 
to USD) 

Use Certificate of contribution + gas 
fee 

Cash Reward + Investment + 
Cash 

Type Utility Stable Coin 

Consensus POA (Proof of Authority)  - 

Technology Gojoy chain ERC223 

Supply Fixed. 1 billion total, 3 mining 
contracts 

Variable. $2.4M in circulation 
today. 

Issued 1 billion minted. Distributed on 
activity. 

Deposit 1 USD into Custody Bank 
Account, then 1 JUSD is minted 

Activities Staking, investing, additional 
products 

Rewards 

Distribution 1:1 With Joy points earned. 
1:1 with every investment 
purchase.  
Sell on 3rd party exchanges, OTC 
or transfer to other users. 

Distributed to Gojoy stakers 
based on % staked 

Retirement Transfer to Gojoy reserves who 
can reissue. 

Cash out, spend in store 

Connected 
workflows 

Gojoy APP Registration Process, 
Gojoy User Hourly Cash Reward 
Process, Consumer Token Mining 
Flow, FUND Token Creation Flow 

Gojoy User Hourly Cash Reward 
Process, JUSD Mint/Destroy Flow, 
PROD Token Creation Flow 

 

The Gojoy chain will have thousands of tokens when more companies join Gojoy+ and 
launch their own tokens, and when we launch the PROD tokens (for products) and FUND 
products (for bundles of products)—both used for funding inventory in the Gojoy Shopping 
Mall. 
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Joy Coin Mining Model 
There is a total of 1 billion Joy coins, non-dilutable, which are allocated to serve different 
purposes: 

Ø 500 million JOY (50%) are used to incentivize consumers to buy products on Gojoy 
Shopping Mall. Consumers generate income for the entire platform by paying the 
platform fee of 20% that is included in the item’s price. The smart contract used is Proof 
of Transaction.  

Ø 200 million JOY (20%) are allocated to fund the company. Three million are released 
every month for 66 months. The company can sell the coin in whatever format it wants. 
We have selected a Dutch Auction format. Whatever mode the company decides to 
sell its coin, 50% of that income goes to the community in a massive hourly reward 
known as Pay Day. The smart contract used is Proof of Winner. This JOY pool gives 
companies joining Gojoy+ an additional source of funding that will boost their finances 
for a few years. 

Ø 100 million JOY (10%) are used to incentivize the management and staff who work for 
the company, as well as strategic partners. The smart contract used is Proof of 
Contribution. 

Ø 200 million are owned by the company. These coins are locked for 5 years and do not 
enjoy hourly rewards.  
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Companies entering Gojoy+ have the same token structure. The only difference is that 30 
million of their Proof of Contribution are given to the Gojoy chain as service fee—half of 
the rewards from these tokens go into Gojoy’s hourly reward pool.  

The future-income-sharing mechanism applies only to the first three types, the JOY 
belonging to the company does not enjoy hourly rewards. For the consumer, the user 
experience is very simple: they buy with fiat and get the Joy coin; with Joy coin, they get 
JUSD every hour.  
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Supply & Demand Model 
The supply and demand mechanism behind the Gojoy Chain is meant to allow for a 
sustainable growth of Gojoy’s Shopping Mall revenue and a down-to-earth Joy coin price 
valuation. Growing the ecommerce platform into a global brand and creating a Gojoy+ 
ecosystem with a billion members are projects that will take years. The supply of JOY 
represents this need.  

Proof of Transaction JOY: Purchases  
The supply of the Proof of Transaction JOY used to incentivise purchases is set at 30% of 
the price of your purchase in JOY coin at today’s JOY price. However, the amount of JOY a 
consumer can get is capped at 10 JOY per day, and 15 JOY for our Turbo Membership. This 
is meant to protect small buyers and give everyone the opportunity to get Joy coin, 
otherwise only people with deep pockets would get all the coin.  

For referrals, it is 20% of the amount of JOY your friend got. The 20% does not come from 
your friend’s reward but from the daily JOY supply pool. 

The Proof of Transaction JOY has a further valve: there is a daily supply capped at 400,000 
JOY, which are distributed evenly every hour. If shoppers go crazy and mine out all the 
400,000 JOY before the day is over, purchases would not be rewarded until the new 24-
hour cycle begins.  

This scenario is unlikely to happen because the more JOY continues to appreciate, the 
smaller amount of JOY shoppers will get for their purchases. It would still be 30%, but less 
Joy coins. So, if shoppers are buying a lot, that means that the hourly rewards would be 
high, and that would attract people to hold JOY, therefore rising the price of JOY further to 
stabilise the supply and demand. 

We even gamified the hourly rewards by requiring members to claim their JUSD within 48 
hours or else they expire. This mechanism proved to be a hit with Gojoy members. 
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Proof of Winner JOY: Auction 
The Proof of Winner in Gojoy is determined by a monthly auction where 3 million JOY are 
offered via a third-party exchange. The high ROI of JOY with a relatively small monthly 
supply from purchases generates scarcity. Those customers with deeper pockets who 
want to get more JOY, as well as investors, can participate in the Joy Auction.    

The maximum amount one person can bid for is 100,000 Joy coins. Minimum 30 people 
will get all the 3 million JOY auctioned—if they all bid for 100,000. The Gojoy community 
has over 150,000 members and this number will be increasing in the foreseeable future. 
On top of that, we add the demand from investors, and those two forces combined sustain 
the JOY price.  

Joy Coin Valuation Model 
Being on a public exchange, the price is affected mainly by two factors: the auction price 
and the monthly per token JUSD rewards received. Unlike other crypto investments, where 
you only profit form the price going up, the Joy coin yields hourly JUSD rewards. 
Determining how much you are willing to pay for a Joy coin is not about guessing what its 
price is going to be 2 years from now and crossing your fingers. It is about comparing what 
other assets give you better monthly ROI in cash, and then, if there is actually something 
with higher ROI, factoring in whatever potential price increase you see.  
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Joy Coin Mathematical Model 
JOY Coin price is subject to 2 major factors: 

Ø Monthly cash rewarded 

Ø Future growth expectation 

We can value JOY coin using 2 model: 

Ø Rational Financial Model 

Ø Irrational Scarcity Model 

Joy Coin Market Demand Drivers 
The demand for Joy coin is governed by two forces: scarcity and the gas fee. The mining 
by shopping will always be a welcome gift, but for someone who wants to own JOY, not 
the product, this method is too slow and cumbersome, having to order items every day. 
The auction caters to this crowd, but with only 3 million coins per month, getting your 
hands on JOY becomes a race, exciting but uncertain of the outcome.  

Joy coin is used to pay for the gas fee across all companies that join Gojoy+. The more 
enterprises join the ecosystem, the more members in the community, and the more 
demand for JOY.  

While the gas fee is minimal, when Gojoy+ reaches a community of hundreds of millions 
of members, the coin model has a certain degree of circulation that could extend the Proof 
of Transaction supply for a couple of years. Basically, customers buy and get JOY, then pay 
gas fees with JOY, which is recycled into the Proof of Transaction pool. 

There is only one billion Joy coins. After 7 years (or so), the Proof of Transaction would run 
dry, but the owners of Joy coin will continue to enjoy the growth of the platform forever. 
That is likely to create a scenario where, in the first 3.5 years, people fight to get early (get 
JOY at low price). Then, in the next 3.5 years, they are scared that they won’t get Joy coin 
because it is depleting. 

Joy Coin: A Utility Coin 
Joy coin is a utility token. JOY is used to pay the gas fee of a blockchain. It will be used by 
an X number of apps built on the Gojoy Chain. Gojoy+ has launched with a few companies 
on board already, and as it grows it will attract thousands of companies that will all use 
JOY for gas fee. Just like Ether, one cannot say it is a security. 

Joy coin is not a security token because it does not represent the assets of a company; it 
represents the income of a blockchain with a multitude of enterprises. The blockchain 
belongs to the community. They together own 30 million (3%) of the 1 billion tokens of 
each company that joins the Gojoy+ ecosystem. 
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Each brand creates a separate revenue channel for Gojoy members where it provides its 
service or product at retail price. The difference with the shelf price is the income, which is 
split between the brand and the hourly rewards it shares with its coin holders.  

Since Gojoy Chain owns 3% of the brand tokens, the blockchain gets income from all the 
brands in the ecosystem which it automatically redistributes among JOY holders. The chain 
does not accumulate assets, it distributes every hour.  

Joy coin is linked to many companies, one day hopefully in the thousands, not to the 
company operating Gojoy Shopping Mall. Gojoy Chain is not a legal entity, it is a 
decentralised entity governed by smart contracts. There is nothing that JOY can be a 
security off.   

The opposite argument, that the Joy coin is a security because its holders enjoy hourly cash 
rewards, is flawed because it oversees one key aspect: the rewards are not dividends or 
profit distribution; they are rewards for actions that market, advertise or make Gojoy grow.  

The way we see it is this: a traditional ecommerce business sells products; it generates an 
X amount of revenue; and after deducting the cost of the products, the company gets its 
income. From there, it pays for advertising, among many other costs.  

The future-income mechanism does just that: it takes the income and allocates a part for 
marketing and advertising costs. In Gojoy, this money is distributed every hour to its 
customers, as opposed to passing on a big check to a tech giant every month.  

When the consumers buy, they inject fiat into the ecosystem and in return they get Joy 
coins. For its part, the platform makes a profit in fiat. When our members make 
transactions, they pay a gas fee in Joy coin—so the coin returns to the chain.  
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The system works as long as the consumers keep injecting fiat into the ecosystem. Here is 
where it gets tricky: in the competitive environment we live in, acquiring and retaining 
customers represent a good chunk of the price. Brand loyalty is more elusive these days of 
pocket-tightening for the middle-class. We could say that the ecommerce platform 
therefore pays a traffic fee (rewards) to its members (i.e. the advertising and marketing 
costs of acquiring traffic & sales) for using the social networks upon which Gojoy expands. 
At the end of the day, Gojoy is social ecommerce, relying on word-of-mouth to harness 
viral effects. This traffic fee is paid to close the circle in this symbiotic relationship.  
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Joy Coin Economic Design 

The economic design of JOY had as a primary objective helping the vendors and customers 
get a fair share of a company’s growth. In the Internet economy they get nothing for 
forging giants.  

We tested several aspects with our community and also discovered some mechanism by 
accident. Both roads have shaped the current design of the Joy economy. 

Scarcity 
Any coin/token design must incorporate a certain degree of scarcity, otherwise the price 
of the coin will stagnate, and the appeal will evaporate. Scarcity creates competition, 
which sustains the price and creates a buzz around your token. 

The Proof of Transaction pool limits the amount of JOY to 10 per day. As the price increases, 
this cap makes sure there is no over-supply of Joy coin via this channel. For its part, the 
auction offers just 3 million JOY per month. Only few people can win, so those left out have 
the desire to participate next time. 

Gamification 
Early on in the project we understood that we were different from all blockchain companies. 
We were not targeting the crypto crowd. We were thinking of people who never heard of 
blockchain or had only read about scams. We are targeting people in developing countries 
who had no time or need to learn about blockchain. Gamification was a good idea to put 
blockchain under the hood and turn something abstract into something familiar. 

The future-income sharing mechanism gives Joy dollars every hour to those members 
holding Joy coin. Each hour’s reward must be claimed within 48 hours or else it expires and 
the JUSD goes back to the pool to be shared with the community the following hour. The 
mechanism of requiring users to click after a certain period of time was inspired by video 
games. It resulted in an incredible stickiness of the app, members returning more than 3 
times to the app per day on average.  

The Proof of Winner was also designed to be an auction that lasts 48 hours. We believe 
that executing this funding mechanism should be something investors look forward to and 
an event the community celebrates. The day the auction finishes is called Pay Day, and so 
far the buzz about it has been growing among our members.  
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Social Impact 
Our mission is to fight poverty. We built a business model and a company structure that 
allows our ecommerce platform and any future ventures to share their growth with our 
customers. We have prioritized expanding in areas of China and developing countries 
because there is where we can have more impact.  

The JOY rewards enable people from underprivileged classes to own assets and earn a 
passive income that will improve their living standards. It is designed so that, no matter 
how small the action is (e.g. a small purchase), a fractional reward can be delivered 
instantly. And in the case of JUSD, the following hour. 

True Shared Economy 
In the old Internet economy, companies in the shared economy sector shared everybody’s 
resources to make a lot of money for themselves. They do not give anything back to the 
service providers or their consumers. Sure, the guy driving his car or renting his bed gets 
paid by the consumer, but the company, who didn’t invest in cars or flats, is the one getting 
a valuation in billions.  

We believe the true shared economy is when you share the future-income with your 
community. If you are talking about sharing, why not share the juicy part, the income? This 
mechanism is ingrained in Gojoy Chain so all companies participating in Gojoy+ will have 
the same token DNA. 

UBI Passive Income 
A massive wave of potential unemployment looms in the horizon. In the coming decades, 
advances in Artificial Intelligence and robotics could replace hundreds of millions of 
employees around the world. New technologies make certain jobs obsolete and create 
others, but the scalability of AI could make balancing the job market tricky. People are 
talking about Universal Basic Income. The debate is hot, but the fact is, not a single country 
has implemented a full-scale UBI plan. 

We believe that a UBI model where people just wait for money is not likely to be 
implemented and, most likely, it will not be sustainable. JOY’s economic model presents an 
alternative UBI mode. Ours integrates a mechanism where users are offered incentives for 
taking certain actions; and where more proactive members get higher rewards. That 
fosters a community that is engaged and loyal, motivated by the fact that the JOY rewards 
are designed so they never expire. As long as you hold JOY, you will get hourly rewards 
forever.  

The UBI mode that customers can derive from companies taking part in Gojoy+ is more 
sustainable than those initiated by governments—where UBI plans are vulnerable to a 
country’s political circumstances.   
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Having said that, our future-income sharing mechanism could also be adopted by 
governments to curb corruption and decrease poverty. Imagine a country tokenising its 
income from oil, diamonds, a new area developed for tourism or other assets; and 
distributing this income evenly among the population. This transparent mechanism would 
automatically remove an area where national funds are being stolen. The population 
would receive a direct, sustainable UBI. Even if the amount is small, for lower income 
families, those small amounts represent a big improvement. 

Joy Coin vs Children Tokens 
Joy coin is the “Mother Coin” of the Gojoy Chain. The tokens from companies launched in 
Gojoy+ are the children tokens. They have a symbiotic relationship, where JOY and the 
children token share each other’s income and share their customers.  

Gojoy Chain holds 3% of the tokens of every company in Gojoy+, therefore, it gets hourly 
rewards from each of these companies. This income is shared every hour with all JOY coin 
holders—which is everyone, since everyone is a Gojoy member and owns JOY (even if a 
user does not shop in Gojoy, they need JOY for gas fee, so they would have some).  

Sharing the customers is the way to expand your sales without investing fiat in advertising 
or other marketing campaigns. Once the customer understands how the hourly reward 
mechanism works and what she can do with JUSD, it is frictionless for her to discover 
another brand in Gojoy+. In fact, she is likely to look in Gojoy+ for substitute brands for 
products she is already buying. Why not get cash rewards for products/services that she 
is already buying?  
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Gojoy Modules 

Gojoy MBA For All 
The Gojoy MBA is a free programme open to students from all over the world. Our mission 
is to give students from under-privileged backgrounds and remote areas the opportunity 
to follow an MBA programme. The Gojoy MBA is for free and students come out with a 
profit-generating ecommerce business at the end of the programme. 

The Foundation is an intense two-weeks workshop, where students get an overview of 
the ecommerce industry, social commerce, behavioural science, decentralisation, game 
design, and token economics. 

This phase is followed by Gojoy Labs—to guarantee that the MBA is really hands-on! At 
zero cost, students set up an ecommerce business. They use their profit-generating 
business to test the concepts they learn in class. Gojoy Lab Mentors guide students 
through the 5 Growth Levels they must conquer in order to obtain the Gojoy MBA. 
Students can choose the Mentor they want and enrol in their lab. 

 
The Gojoy MBA Beta was launched in May 2019. 
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Gojoy+ 
Gojoy+ is a fractional business enabler that offers traditional businesses a plug-and-play 
solution to convert into a fractional brand. The purpose is to eliminate the customer 
acquisition costs. It supports companies with all the technology they need and offer them 
access to our user community: free customer acquisition. At the writing of this paper, the 
community is in the tens of millions. 

 

 

Gojoy Member Center 
Gojoy Member Centre is where members from all over the world can monitor how the 
Gojoy ecommerce platform is performing; manage their own JOY, JUSD and other assets; 
track the referral rewards from their Gojoy Shop; and invest their crypto assets to get 
higher returns. 

The Member Center is all about transparency. You can also find our Open Ledger there, 
where users can track transactions in real time.  

Members also get to read the latest news about Gojoy, as well as content generated by 
other members. 
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Gojoy Public Chain 
Gojoy Public Chain is where you can find more technical documentation about the chain. 
You can also see the block, transactions and other stats measured in real time.  

The Gojoy Chain is the framework where all future chain tokens are born. When companies 
enrol in Gojoy +, their tokens run on the Gojoy Chain. They become part of the ecosystem 
of a chain designed to reward your consumers by making them part of your growth story.  
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Gojoy Shopping Mall 
Gojoy Shopping Mall is where all the magic starts, where blockchain meets the common 
folk and empowers him/her to get good products at great prices and to take part in our 
future-income-sharing mechanism.  

The Gojoy app deploys a modern Chinese ecommerce design with all the functionality 
consumers expect. The reward mechanism has been gamified to enhance the user 
experience and generate more visits. 

 

 

Gojoy X 
Gojoy X is an OTC exchange where Gojoy members can trade their assets. It offers three 
transaction modes: 

Ø Fast Trading — Fiat to crypto, purchasing from certified and authorised agents; ideal 
for beginners 

Ø OTC — Fiat to crypto, members can post offers and trade among each other 

Ø C2C — Coin to coin, members can post offers and trade among each other; for example, 
JOY to BTC 
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Gojoy X is where other tokens from the Gojoy ecommerce platform are traded. PROD 
tokens and FUND tokens, for instance, will be traded in Gojoy X. 

Gojoy X does not need to be the exchange where members go to liquidate their Joy coins 
or JUSD. In fact, listing Joy coins (JOY) in a third-party exchange would give the coin’s 
valuation more transparency.  

Quantum-Resilient Gojoy Bank 
Quantum computing is the use of quantum-mechanical phenomena such as superposition 
and entanglement to perform computation. Quantum computing allows the processing of 
data at a much faster rate than cutting-edge processors we see today. Advances in this 
field has been accelerating in the past years. We have now reached the point where it is 
inevitable that quantum computing will enter the market and reach mainstream adoption 
within the decade. Data scientists, researchers and hackers will have access to quantum 
computers in the next few years. 

Quantum computers in the hands of hackers will make digital assets more vulnerable than 
ever. Virtually, no password or passphrase would be safe. Gojoy has identified this threat 
and has launched a strategic R&D project that seeks to develop a quantum-proof wallet 
and bank to keep our community safe.  

The project is of paramount importance for Gojoy because our members are not crypto 
aficionados that understand the threats and know how to protect themselves. Also, our 
members will be obtaining coins, tokens and stable coins, so they will be a sitting duck in 
the eyes of hackers.  

Our mission is to fight poverty and our fractional business model allows our members to 
own assets. The logical next step is to protect their assets against external threats.  

Note: as of the writing of this paper, this feature is not available. It will be rolled out soon. 

 


